
FOOD PRAC

Aug 2, Class practical Take samples of a range of foodstuffs and set them alight in turn. Burn food samples under a
boiling tube containing a.

Lesson Taught: Lots, really. Compare this value with the estimates from this activity. It is usually quoted for g
of the food. The apparatus is very simple and the protocol gives only a very approximate estimate for each
foodstuff, so there is scope for students to suggest improvements in an evaluation. You call that kid science?
Record the temperature in a suitable results table. Check with the students if they have any known allergies
and ask them to avoid the foods to which they are sensitive. With some foodstuffs, small volumes of water
will boil. Lesson Learned: We eat metal, the very same metal inside rocks and rusty gates. Your microwave
quickly raises that water to the steaming point, and the pressure of the steam rips open the hull and inflates the
starchy mush inside. Do this by keeping the flame under the tube. Are you really eating iron? Fun Quotient:
Stuffing slimies into jiggle-goop, then eating. Burn food samples under a boiling tube containing a measured
amount of water. The more interesting shapes you cut your Jell-O into concave and convex especially , the
more different paths the light will take. They work like Jell-O. A well-ventilated laboratory is not considered
adequate. The following Science Buddies projects and activities can be done in the kitchen and encourage
students to explore the process for making different foods. Something for all tastes. Lesson Learned:
Supersaturation! For example, using a soft drinks can as a draught shield, using more or less water,
considering whether a test tube is better than a boiling tube. And this experiment will prove it. Health and
safety checked, September Downloads. Second, nuts burn, because they are full of oil, which is fire food.
Flavor That Food! From cheesecake and dough to marinades and gelatin-based desserts, there are plenty of
taste-test opportunities for K food science exploration at home! Third, never trust the old man. Fun Quotient:
At first, not apparent. Be aware of your first aid procedures in case of extreme reactions. Print By Amy Cowen
on July 10, AM Kids experiment with food science projects to investigate the science behind the process of
making certain foods and recipes. Lesson organisation This could be a teacher demonstration, or carried out by
students in groups of two or three. Most students will be more familiar with thinking about calorie content
than joule content of foods! Ethical issues Discussing the energy content of food can lead to discussion of
body mass and weight loss which is a sensitive area for many students. Fun Quotient: Holy cow you can eat
these?


